
Monday 28th October 2020

Writing – grammar

L.O – To write using multi-clause sentences for detail

1. I have written simple sentences about places that can be visited at CGL. 

2. Using a variety of clause types, I have been able to build around my main clause to create at least 3 multi 

clause sentences.

3. I understand non-finite and adverbial clauses.

4. I have written a passage making Camp Green Lake sound appealing; I have managed to use at least 3 

different sentence structures. 

Greater depth expectations

5.Particular consideration has been given to noun choices and verb choices and I can explain why they are 

effective.

Presentation expectations 

Dates underlined with a ruler and LO stuck in straight 

Joined, legible handwriting 



Where can you visit at Camp Green Lake; what are some of the 
interesting things that you could find or people who you can meet? 
Consider specific nouns i.e. hammock, scorpion, Mr. Pendanski.

Challenge: Can you use a metaphor?

In your English book please write 
‘start:’ in your margin.

Underneath the colon you are going to write 3 simple 
sentences suggesting where people can visit/discover at 
CGL. For example, The barren land gives the feeling of 
freedom; The water spigot is the only source of water for 
one hundred miles! You really are in the middle of nowhere.

Using your Rainbow Grammar cards would be fantastic; 
unfortunately, if you do not have the resources, you can’t. 



Getting Started

What is a main clause?

A main clause (or it could be called a simple sentence) is a group of words 

that expresses one complete thought. Every main clause must contain a 

subject and a predicate. They can also be called independent clauses.

Can you spot the subjects and the verbs in these 

main/independent clauses?

The horse galloped.

Mr Richardson ate some cheese.

The horse galloped.

Mr Richardson ate some cheese.

The horse galloped.

Mr Richardson ate some cheese.

subject predicate



Getting Started

What is a complex sentence?

A complex sentence is made up of a main clause and then 
one or more dependent clauses.

There are three ways of creating dependent clauses:

• by using a subordinating conjunction (e.g. after) to create a 
subordinate clause, e.g. by using a non-finite verb (or clause)

The horse galloped after it jumped the fence.

• by adding extra information using a relative clause.

Mr Sir, who is the cool guy with a cowboy hat, will greet you on reception.



Next Steps: Subordinating Conjunctions

Firstly, let’s look at creating complex sentences by using 

subordinate clauses that begin with a subordinating conjunction.

I S A W A W A B U B

is an acronym to help you remember the first 

letters of some of the most important 

subordinating conjunctions.

If Since As When Although

While After Before Until Because



before the holidays

Next Steps: Subordinating Conjunctions

So, how do we use subordinating conjunctions?

Subordinating conjunctions are the first words within an 
adverbial/subordinate clause. Subordinate clauses do not make sense on 

their own (they are dependent) but when they are used with a main 
clause, they create a complex (multi-clause) sentence. 

Subordinate clauses will always have a subject and verb within them, e.g.

before they left

subordinating 

conjunction

subject

verb

is a subordinate clause

here ‘before’ is being used as 

a preposition

is not a subordinate clause

I SAW A WABUB! 



Next Steps: Subordinating Conjunctions

Can you spot the subordinate clause and the 

subordinating conjunction in this complex sentence?

I SAW A WABUB! 

Juvenile penguins are able to 

swim, although their feathers 

aren’t yet waterproof.

Juvenile penguins are able to 

swim although their feathers 

aren’t yet waterproof.



Next Steps: multi clause sentence

Can you spot the subordinate clause and the 

subordinating conjunction in this complex sentence?

I SAW A WABUB! 

The boy scouts sang around 

the campfire until it was time 

for bed.

Relentlessly, The strongest young 

men dig until it is time 

for bed.



Next Steps: multi clause sentence

Can you spot the subordinate clause and the 

subordinating conjunction in this complex sentence?

I SAW A WABUB! 

The boy scouts sang around 

the campfire until it was time 

for bed.

Digging relentlessly, The 

strongest young men continue

until it is time 

for bed.



Next Steps: Subordinating Conjunctions

In the complex sentences we have looked at so far, the 

subordinate clause has always come after the main 

clause but watch…

I SAW A WABUB! 

Juvenile penguins are able to 

swim although their feathers 

aren’t yet waterproof.

Although they are not to be 

handled, the famous yellow and 

black lizard can be spotted here.



Next Steps: Relative Clauses

Now, let’s look at creating complex sentences by using relative 

clauses. Relative clauses are a different type of dependent clause 

that give more detail about the subject of the main clause.

Relative clauses begin with a relative pronoun or a relative adverb. 

Here are some of the most common examples:

who which whose

whom that where

We will go through these properly in our next writing unit, but some of you might 
get the idea of how they are used today.



Next Steps: Relative Clauses

Can you spot the relative clause in this complex sentence? 

What is the relative clause describing?

who which whose whom that where

Mysterious Malcolm, who is a children’s entertainer, wows his 

audiences with his magic tricks.

Mysterious Malcolm, who is a children’s entertainer, wows his 

audiences with his magic tricks.

The relative clause describes the ‘Mysterious Malcolm’ in more 
detail. When a relative clause is embedded in the middle of a 

sentence, we surround it with commas. 



Next Steps: Relative Clauses

Can you spot the relative clause in this complex sentence? 

What is the relative clause describing?

who which whose whom that where

The astronaut bounded towards the space buggy, which had been 

parked in a crater.

The astronaut bounded towards the space buggy, which had been 
parked in a crater.

The relative clause describes the ‘space buggy’ in more detail.
When a relative clause is dependent on the main clause, we add a 

comma to demarcate it from the rest of the sentence.



Varying sentence structure.



Identifying different sentence structures.

Please stick in the extract of the model text.
Number each sentence on the sheet.

Underneath it, in your book, you are going to write down the sentence structure of the sentence. 
Let’s do the first sentence together:

Adverbial clause, main clause, adverbial phrase. Now, let’s try sentence two…

Using your Rainbow Grammar cards would be fantastic; unfortunately, if you do not have the 
resources, you can’t. 



We are now going to write 3 complex 
sentences.

Challenge: Can you add a prepositional phrase to your first main clause in one of your sentences?

In your English book please write 
‘start’ in your margin.

Underneath the colon you are going to write 3 sentences 
about what can be experienced at CGL. Try to use imagery 
(the 5 senses to persuade the reader). The heat <what does 
it do>; Many holes <what about them> or Our hilarious staff 
<what about them>. Think about your first main clause –
can you write a second main clause that links to it? For 
example, if your first sentence is about an oak tree, your 
second shouldn’t be about Mr. Sir.

Using your Rainbow Grammar cards would be fantastic, 
wouldn’t it? Unfortunately, if you do not have the resources, 
you can’t. 



Subject

predicate . and

Subject

predicate

.

Relative clause

Collecting hidden treasure 
each day

LA

Adverbial phrase



You

Can work . ;

Young campers

may opt play zombies. 

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause

if Mr. Sir lets them.

LA

With another camper
After finishing,



Subject

predicate . and

Subject

predicate

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause

Although camp isn’t designed for idleness 

furthermore

Adverbial phrase



Subject

predicate . and

Subject

predicate

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause

Although camp 

LA

Adverbial phrase



Subject

predicate . and

Subject

predicate

.

Relative clause

Non-finite clause

LA

Adverbial phrase



Let’s focus on this second section. How many different sentence structures do 
you notice?

1. Feel free to use some of the structure of the model text, but you are going to write 
about Camp Green Lake in your own words.

2. Circle all of your verbs.

3. Plan to use at least 3 different sentence structures. 4. Can you use a ; to replace two 
different coordinating conjunctions?

4. Use a thesaurus and write your changes to your verbs in purple pen.



Plenary – independent clauses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErwKUGfBzhg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErwKUGfBzhg


We are going to read chapters 16-17. Whilst reading please not down 
any words of phrases that you are unsure of onto your breakdown grid.

Challenge: Any words that you think 
are (V.I.P.) pleased write them down 
into your V.I.P. box. Why is it an 
important word choice? Does it help 
us to think, feel or understand? Does 
it reveal important information? 

Barren and desolate are important 
words in the chapter because ______.



Please stick this vocabulary grid into your book. We will go 
through this together today through chapters 16 -17. The focus 

will be on V.I.P. words and summary.

The word/phrase _______ is critical in chapter __ as without this information we 
would not know _______. The word/phrase ____ is a very important choice as it lets 

the reader know/think/understand/feel _________.



violationbarren
desolate

burlap

spigot. counsellorssanitary*

. buzzard*

.

penal 
code


